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Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro is a professional application designed to help users morph images and create complex
animation effects. It bundles a powerful set of features that primarily cater to experienced users. At startup, the tool

performs morphing capacity diagnostics to test your system's hardware acceleration support and find out the total
display frame and time, average of frames, and morph speed rate. Aside from morphing two pictures, Abrosoft
FantaMorph Pro allows you to create warp movies from a single images, as well as morph multiple images into a

sequence, or in different layers simultaneously. It is possible to make image adjustments, such as cropping, brightness,
contrast, saturation, hue, and other filters, as well as to specify the movie size and length. Plus, you can apply video
effects (e.g. background color, lighting, sound), filters and captions. In order to morph or warp pictures with high

precision, you are supplied with tools for locating key face features (several preset faces are included). Other features
provided by Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro include sequence tweaks, skin file imports, skin color adjustments, and many

others. The comprehensive utility uses pretty low CPU and RAM, so it doesn't burden computer performance. We have
not come across any issues in our tests, since the program did not freeze, crash or show error messages. Another edition

of Abrosoft FantaMorph is standard, but it features less options. For example, it does not support dual view mode,
filters, captions, or movie effects. For enhanced functionality, you can check out Abrosoft FantaMorph Deluxe, as it

supports AVI 32-bit exports, face extractor and locator, and more. Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro For Mac is a professional
application designed to help users morph images and create complex animation effects. It bundles a powerful set of
features that primarily cater to experienced users. At startup, the tool performs morphing capacity diagnostics to test

your system's hardware acceleration support and find out the total display frame and time, average of frames, and
morph speed rate. Aside from morphing two pictures, Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro allows you to create warp movies from
a single images, as well as morph multiple images into a sequence, or in different layers simultaneously. It is possible to

make image adjustments, such as cropping, brightness, contrast, saturation
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[A]Morph an image sequence into a single frame. [C]Generate a 2D image sequence from a single image. [D]Generate
a 2D image sequence from multiple images. [E]Generate a 2D image sequence from a single image with options.

[M]Generate a 2D image sequence from multiple images with options. [W]Update images in a 2D image sequence.
[X]Warp an image sequence into a single frame. [Y]Warp an image sequence into a single frame with options.

[WY]Warp an image sequence into a single frame with options and blend mode. [Z]Warp an image sequence into a
single frame with options and transition. [B]Warp an image sequence into a single frame with options and scale.

[BL]Make a 2D image sequence. [EZ]Generate a 2D image sequence from multiple images with options. [ES]Extract
the face or eyes of an image sequence. [FI]Generate a 2D image sequence from a single image. [FM]Generate a 2D

image sequence from multiple images. [FL]Generate a 2D image sequence from a single image with options.
[FX]Generate a 2D image sequence from multiple images with options. [MV]Generate a 2D image sequence from a

single image. [MVX]Generate a 2D image sequence from multiple images. [MX]Generate a 2D image sequence from a
single image with options. [MX]Generate a 2D image sequence from multiple images with options. [MW]Morph an

image sequence with face locator. [MY]Morph an image sequence with face locator. [MWY]Morph an image sequence
with face locator. [MYWY]Morph an image sequence with face locator. [M]Morph an image sequence with face locator

and transition. [MX]Morph an image sequence with face locator and transition. [MY]Morph an image sequence with
face locator and transition. [MW]Morph an image sequence with face locator and transition. [MWY]Morph an image

sequence with face locator and transition. [MYWY]Morph an image sequence with face locator 81e310abbf
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#FantaMorph™ creates stunning video animations by combining two or more pictures. #FantaMorph™ is the
application with maximum features available and superfast speed of operation. After creating the morphing mask with a
single-click operation, #FantaMorph™ allows you to perform fascinating effects to your image, such as skin-tone
adjustment, face extraction, facial feature extraction, skin matching, logo tracing, skin replacement, facial retouch,
animation effects, picture editing, and many other, including complete media editing and conversion tools.
#FantaMorph™ comes with a powerful library of features and, while some tools are common to all editions, some are
available only in the Deluxe edition. This makes #FantaMorph™ the ultimate choice for your digital picture editing.
#FantaMorph™ – Full Power Software. You Need It. #FantaMorph™ – It's your Smart Picture Editing Solution.
#FantaMorph™ Pro is a professional application designed to help users morph images and create complex animation
effects. It bundles a powerful set of features that primarily cater to experienced users. At startup, the tool performs
morphing capacity diagnostics to test your system's hardware acceleration support and find out the total display frame
and time, average of frames, and morph speed rate. Aside from morphing two pictures, Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro
allows you to create warp movies from a single images, as well as morph multiple images into a sequence, or in different
layers simultaneously. It is possible to make image adjustments, such as cropping, brightness, contrast, saturation, hue,
and other filters, as well as to specify the movie size and length. Plus, you can apply video effects (e.g. background
color, lighting, sound), filters and captions. In order to morph or warp pictures with high precision, you are supplied
with tools for locating key face features (several preset faces are included). Other features provided by Abrosoft
FantaMorph Pro include sequence tweaks, skin file imports, skin color adjustments, and many others. The
comprehensive utility uses pretty low CPU and RAM, so it doesn't burden computer performance. We have not come
across any issues in our tests, since the program did not freeze, crash or show error messages. Another edition of
Abrosoft FantaMorph is standard, but it features less options. For example, it does not support dual view mode, filters,
captions

What's New In?

✔ Fully integrated morph, trim and frame-by-frame editing ✔ Full support for 64-bit CPU ✔ Multi-view video editing
✔ High-quality masking ✔ Adjustment tools and filters ✔ Face locating and extraction ✔ Advanced skin adjustment
tools ✔ Video effects, filters and captions ✔ Optional help file ✔ File import and export functions ✔ Import photos
from Dropbox, Box, Google Drive, etc ✔ Export AVI movies to.mp4,.avi, and.swf ✔ Preset face and skin effect modes
✔ AVI movies, as well as AVI, AVI, and ASF files, are supported ✔ Run on OSX, Windows, and Linux operating
systems ✔ 32-bit and 64-bit versions available ✔ 4+ GB of free space is required ✔ AVI, AVI, ASF, AVI, MOV, MP4,
and WMV are supported ✔ Batch processing supported System Requirements: ✔ Windows or Mac OS X
(32-bit/64-bit) ✔ 2 GHz or faster processor ✔ 1 GB RAM is recommended ✔ 1280 x 1024 resolution is required ✔
DirectX 9.0-compliant graphics card and driver ✔ A network connection (cable, DSL, etc) ✔ The download size is
about 4 GB How to install/uninstall/update Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro 4.1.5.45 1. Download the.exe file for your OS 2.
Run the.exe file to install the program 3. Click "Addition menu" to uninstall the software, and select "Remove all" or
"Remove the components" to uninstall it completely 4. Launch the program 5. Use the menu on the top left to run the
software How to use Abrosoft FantaMorph Pro There are many professional editing options to help you create an image
you can be proud of. Use them as a powerful, yet easy-to-use morph editing tool. Morphing with Abrosoft FantaMorph
Pro Open the application, and you will see "File menu" on the left, and the following options on the right. File menu -
Open image - Open/Save image - Open/Save image - Open/Save image - Browse - Get image from the device -
Open/Save image - Open/Save image - Open/Save image - Browse - Get image from the device - Close image - Close
image - Toggle check box - Open image - Open image - Open image - Close image - Open image - Open image - Open
image - Close image - Open image
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System Requirements:

- OS: Windows 7/8 (64bit) - CPU: AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000+ or Intel Core 2 Duo - RAM: 2 GB - Graphics: Nvidia
GeForce GTS 450/ Radeon HD 2600 - DirectX: 11 - Storage: 3 GB available space - Input devices: Keyboard and
mouse Changelog: - Caves: added a new cave system that can be found near the Sun. It consists of three chambers: The
first one has a Demon Lord out of
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